SAVE THE DATE
EUROMAT 2017: 17-22 September 2017
Thessaloniki, Greece
EUROMAT is the premier international conference in materials science and engineering in
Europe, organized biennially since 1989. The 15th occasion of the conference, EUROMAT
2017, will be held at the "Thessaloniki Concert Hall”, a unique complex of buildings
conveniently located at the seafront of the city. Thessaloniki, the second largest city in
Greece, a modern European metropolis dating back to the 4th c. BC, has kept its urban
character, remaining a civic centre and the hub of the greater area. The city’s centuriesold multicultural history has inherited numerous monuments from the time of Alexander
the Great, the Roman and Byzantine times, all coexisting in a singular and charming way
alongside with the cosmopolitan nature of our era. The mid-September period is probably
the best season to visit Thessaloniki. As the tourist high-season is waning, the weather is
still pleasantly warm and encourages the visitor to combine business with leisure in a very
welcoming and relaxing environment. The city is situated strategically in Macedonia,
Northern Greece and is easily accessible from all over the world.

AREAS:
AREA A: Functional Materials
AREA B: Structural Materials
AREA C: Processing
AREA D: Characterization and Modelling
AREA E: Energy and Environment
AREA F: Biomaterials and Healthcare
AREA G: Education and Technology Transfer

1st ANNOUNCEMENT is now available
Please click below:

WEBSITE
To visit the website click here
REGISTRATION
Further information regarding registration will be announced soon at the official congress
website
In the meanwhile, you may contact the official PCO at euromat2017@afea.gr for further
clarifications.

ACCOMMODATION
All requests regarding accommodation, should be addressed to the official PCO at
euromat2017@afea.gr
Further information will be announced on the congress website in due course.

ORGANIZING SOCIETIES

Hellenic Metallurgical Society (HMS) www.met.gr

The Hellenic Society of the Science and Technology of the Condensed Matter
(H.S.S.T.C.M.) www.hsstcm.eu

PROFESSIONAL CONGRESS ORGANIZER

Lykavittou 39-41, 106 72 - Athens, Greece
Tel. 0030 210 36 68 853-54
Email: euromat2017@afea.gr

